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Officials said 22,000 tents, 52,000 blankets and tons
of food and water had been distributed. The official
IRNA news agency said 30 Red Crescent teams had
been sent to the quake zone. After initially pinning the
quake’s epicenter inside Iraq, the USGS then placed it
across the border in Iran yesterday morning. Iran’s
Sarpol-e-Zahab, home to some 85,000 people close to
the border, was the worst hit with at least 236 dead. At
dawn, buildings in the town stood disfigured, their former
facades now rubble on crumpled vehicles.

In an open space away from wrecked housing blocks,
men and women, some wrapped in blankets, huddled
around a campfire. Iranian media reported that a woman
and her baby were pulled alive from the rubble. The
towns of Eslamabad and Qasr-e-Shirin were also affect-
ed, while the tremor shook several western Iranian cities
including Tabriz. Some 259,000 people live in the region,
according to the most recent census.

State television showed tents, blankets and food being
distributed in areas struck by the temblor. In neighboring
Dalahoo county, several villages were totally destroyed,
an official told Tasnim agency. In Iraq, the health ministry
said the quake had killed seven people in the northern
province of Sulaimaniyah and one in Diyala province to
its south. More than 500 people were injured in both
provinces and the nearby province of Kirkuk.

Footage posted on Twitter showed panicked people
fleeing a building in Sulaimaniyah as windows shattered
at the moment the quake struck. Images from the nearby
town of Darbandikhan showed walls and concrete struc-
tures that had collapsed. Nizar Abdullah spent the night
with neighbors sifting through the ruins of a two-storey
home next door after it crumbled into concrete debris.
“There were eight people inside,” the 34-year-old Iraqi
Kurd said. Some family members managed to escape, but
“neighbors and rescue workers pulled out the mother
and one of the children dead from the rubble”.

The quake, which struck at a relatively shallow depth
of 23 km, was felt for about 20 seconds in Baghdad, and
for longer in other provinces of Iraq, AFP journalists said.
Iraqi health authorities said they treated dozens of peo-
ple in the aftermath, mostly for shock. It was also felt in
southeastern Turkey, an AFP correspondent said. In the
town of Diyarbakir, residents were reported to have fled
their homes. Britain, France, Germany, Russia and Syria
offered their condolences, while Pope Francis called the
quake a “tragedy” and expressed his “prayerful solidari-
ty” with victims. The quake struck along a 1,500-km
fault line between the Arabian and Eurasian tectonic
plates, which extends through western Iran and north-
eastern Iraq. The area sees frequent seismic activity. 

In 1990, a 7.4-magnitude quake in northern Iran killed
40,000 people, injured 300,000 and left half a million
homeless, reducing dozens of towns and nearly 2,000
villages to rubble in just seconds. Thirteen years later, a
catastrophic quake flattened swathes of the ancient
southeastern Iranian city of Bam, killing at least 31,000.
Iran has experienced at least two major quake disasters
since, one in 2005 that killed more than 600 and another
in 2012 that left some 300 dead. — Agencies 

Hunt for survivors
after quake...

Survivors sit in front of buildings damaged by the earthquake in Sarpol-e-Zahab yesterday. — AP 

Iranians mourn over the body of a victim in Sarpol-e-Zahab yesterday. — AFP 
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Mazrouei, whose government is OPEC’s fourth
largest oil producer, said he was not happy with the
sharp fluctuations in prices, saying they need to be
more stable. OPEC ministers are scheduled to hold a
crucial meeting in Vienna at the end of November to
discuss extending the cuts deal as well as imposing the
quota system on countries that have so far been
exempted, namely Libya, Iran and Nigeria. Cartel king-
pin Saudi Arabia and the world’s top producer Russia
have voiced support for a rollover to the deal, the dura-
tion of which remains up for debate. 

OPEC Secretary General Mohammed Barkindo said
the producers deal had yielded solid results as a “valid
response to the worst oil price down cycle in history”.
“There are clear indications that the market is rebal-
ancing at an accelerating pace,” he said at the confer-
ence. Barkindo said the oil market was on track to sta-
bilize because of a drop in crude stocks and a rise in
global demand.

The OPEC chief also called on new oil producers,
including US shale crude producers, to join a broader

agreement to secure the future of energy. Barkindo said
talks were under way to “institutionalize” the coopera-
tion between OPEC and non-OPEC members to regu-
late the market. “Now, we are not talking about OPEC
14 but about the global platform 24,” he said, referring
to the number of oil-producing members that signed
the production cut accord. — AFP 
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The Lord Mayor of Dublin, Micheal Mac Donncha,
said the city council had discussed taking away the hon-
or and the matter was still under review. Last month she
was stripped of a similar honor by the British university
city of Oxford, where she was an undergraduate. But
Mac Donncha, a councillor for the Irish nationalist Sinn
Fein party, also criticized Geldof’s gesture, saying it was
ironic as Geldof held a British knighthood despite “the
shameful record of British imperialism across the globe”.

The former Boomtown Rats singer was given an hon-
orary knighted in 1986 in recognition of his charity work,
including organizing the 1985 Live Aid concert to help

those suffering from starvation and disease in Ethiopia.
Other foreign recipients of the Freedom of Dublin
include John F Kennedy, Nelson Mandela and Mikhail
Gorbachev. “Dublin shouldn’t have any link with this
woman. We’ve been duped, she’s a murderer,” Geldof
said, explaining that although the council lacked the con-
stitutional means to rescind the award, he had a plan.
“Give me a felt tip pen and I can do it.” He also demand-
ed that the leader hand back her Nobel Prize “and per-
haps she should appear at the Hague tribunals”.

Irish rockers U2, who had campaigned for Suu Kyi’s
release while she was a political prisoner, also voiced
disappointment and said her silence was “starting to
look a lot like assent”. “Who could have predicted that if
more than 600,000 people were fleeing from a brutal
army for fear of their lives, the woman who many of us
believed would have the clearest and loudest voice on
the crisis would go quiet,” the band said in a statement.
“For these atrocities against the Rohingya people to be
happening on her watch blows our minds and breaks
our hearts.” — Agencies 
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Hezbollah has trained Iraq’s powerful Hashed Al-
Shaabi paramilitary forces, Khashan said, and even has
“operatives” in Yemen’s war to back Shiite Houthi
rebels targeted by Riyadh. Closer to home, Hezbollah
has fought ferociously in Syria to defend the govern-
ment of President Bashar Al-Assad, also an ally of Iran.

The group’s intervention in Syria’s six-year conflict
was a major turning point that helped Assad’s troops
retake swathes of territory. It also helped hone
Hezbollah’s own combat experience, transforming it
from a guerrilla movement to a powerful fighting force
with offensive capabilities. Combining its military
expertise and political savvy, Hezbollah has matured
into Iran’s “crown jewel” in the Middle East, said
Joseph Bahout at the Carnegie Foundation think tank.
It now serves as a “model” for all Iran-allied groups in
the region, from Syria’s pro-regime militias to Iraq’s
Hashed Al-Shaabi and the Iran-backed Houthi fighters,
Bahout said. 

These military ventures formed the crux of Hariri’s
criticism of Hezbollah during his landmark interview on
Sunday from Riyadh. Breaking his silence more than a
week after his resignation, Hariri called on Hezbollah to
commit to Lebanon’s policy to “disassociate” from
regional conflicts. “I tell Hezbollah: it is in your interest,

if we want to protect Lebanon...  to leave some of the
areas that you have entered,” Hariri said. He zoned in on
Yemen, saying Hezbollah’s involvement in the protract-
ed conflict there had drawn Saudi’s rage: “Did the king-
dom have any position towards Hezbollah before the
war in Yemen?”

Hariri, 47, accused Iran and Hezbollah of taking over
his country and destabilizing the broader region when
he stepped down on Nov 4. That announcement
sparked worries that Lebanon would be sent careening
back into political and economic turmoil as Riyadh and
Tehran vie for influence. There were even fears of a
new war with Israel, after Hezbollah chief Hassan
Nasrallah accused Saudi Arabia last week of asking Tel
Aviv to bomb Lebanon.

Israel and Hezbollah have clashed several times,
including in a month-long war in 2006 that killed 1,200
Lebanese - mostly civilians - and 160 Israelis, mostly
soldiers. But any new conflict between Lebanon and its
southern neighbor risked spilling over into the broader
region, experts have said. “This time,” said Bahout,
“because of the extension in Syria and Iraq, it won’t be
a war on Hezbollah only. It will very quickly flare up.”

Nasrallah’s forces could respond to Israeli pressure
by striking elsewhere, including the United Arab
Emirates or even Saudi Arabia. For Bitar, a convergence
of factors, including “an impulsive Saudi Arabia, backed
by an equally, extremely impulsive American president,
and rising rhetoric in Israel”, could indicate a war was
near. “But at this stage, we are still in a system where
there is mutual deterrence, a balance of terror,” he said.
“The two parties know that an eventual war would be
devastating for both sides.”  — AFP 
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Secretary General of OPEC, Nigerian Mohammed
Barkindo, speaks during the ADIPEC event. — AFP 


